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JULYNEWS A worksite newsletter for supervisors provided 
by your Employee Assistance Program.

Q. News reports have frequently
mentioned “The Great Resignation” over
the past year, referring to how many
employees quit their jobs and why. What
can supervisors or managers do to help
curb the loss of good workers?

A. Research studies showed that when the crisis subsided enough for 

employees to return to work, millions had moved on. What followed 

was a worker shortage that allowed employees to compete for greater 

benefits, including attractive remote jobs. A desire to not return to the 

original job also played a role in adding to a labor shortage. Suddenly, 

“employers needed employees more than employees needed 

employers.” One study concludes that factors that can exacerbate 

the loss of workers are “toxic” company culture, low salary, poor 

management, lack of healthy work-life boundaries, and not allowing 

remote work. Are you able to influence change with any of these 

issues? Some are not related to pay but soft skills and relationship 

management. It is here that the EAP has expertise. Read below what 

the Gallup research organization discovered about the supervisor’s 

role. Strive for a positive and engaging relationship with workers. Most 

will think twice before giving it up, even for additional pay in another 

job. Source: www.gallup.com/workplace/358346/gallup-workplace-

insights-learned-2021.aspx. 
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Support & Resources

Q. Periodically, my employee has crying bouts but says it’s a way to manage stress. Should supervisors be 
more aware of depression’s symptoms, not so they can diagnose someone, but so they do not dismiss serious 
behaviors just because they do not cause performance issues?

A. To be completely unaware of the signs and symptoms of depression or any health problem that could lead to behavioral signs and symptoms in the 

workplace would not be a good thing, so it is appropriate to help supervisors be generally aware of observable signs or symptoms common among 

troubled employees with health or mental health conditions. This could lead to more supervisor-prompted self-referrals influenced by concern for the 

employee. No matter what the health concern underlying the performance issues, the overriding principle that should be kept in mind is that focusing 

on the performance issues of quality of work, conduct, and attendance is more likely to lead to referrals of employees to the EAP, where treatable 

health and mental health problems can be identified. The recovery from these problems is what will lead to improved performance, reduced turnover, 

and a healthier workforce. Check out the signs and symptoms of work depression at https://www.healthline.com/health/depression/work-depression.

Q. I interviewed an employee for one of our new positions, but he looks like he might be an alcoholic or have 
a history of alcoholism. I know the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) applies in this situation, but is the EAP 
the right resource concerning understanding its provisions and restrictions?

A. Your human resources advisor is your go-to professional for concerns about interviewing, the hiring process, and laws like the ADA and how 

they may apply in certain situations. The ADA treats actively drinking employees with substance use disorders and those who have been treated 

for addictive diseases differently. Decisions you make based upon your perception of their recovery or non-recovery status can also have legal 

implications. Sometimes, managers are educated and trained to understand employment laws, but if you are not applying them or recalling them 

regularly, it is easy to get confused. So, even if in doubt, reach out to human resources. Later, after someone has been hired, should you become 

concerned about behaviors, signs, and symptoms, or wonder how you should document performance, your EAP is available.

Follow us:
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The EAP can help.

Q. There is debate about which employees are more stressed, those on-site or those who work remotely. What 
does the research say?

A. The Gallup organization examined employee stress during the pandemic. They discovered that remote workers generally experience more stress 

than on-site workers. Although there are clear benefits to working from home, like avoiding the need to commute, remote workers often manage their 

personal lives and domestic issues in tandem with expectations by employers to deliver high levels of work performance, both in quality and quantity. 

The research found that remote workers may be more engaged, meaning they appear to demonstrate more enthusiasm, eagerness to perform, 

and desire to do a good job. This increased engagement may help others support their position and see its positive benefits. Supervisors should be 

watchful for signs of stress in remote workers who may tend to minimize or mask them, thereby risking burnout.

Q. What is the #1 way to motivate an employee?

A. Thousands of resources have been authored on motivating employees, but the one thing that appears to dominate most lists is “personally 

thanking employees for good performance.” Sound simple? It is for some, but not all. A critical part of the strategy is communicating gratitude 

with sincerity. Humans easily detect non-sincerity, so one must get this part right. Start by examining your own personal reaction to something 

the employee has done well. Feel the gratitude. Appreciate its impact. Visualize the benefits. Then use this energy and awareness to communicate 

appreciation. Putting praise in writing will have 10x the positive impact on the employee. Some managers offer praise naturally. It’s a critical soft skill 

for supervisors to know, but it will feel awkward without sincerity accompanying it. Can the EAP help you be a more genuine and authentic praise 

giver? Yes. 

Follow us:
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Using Coaching to Be a Better Manager

Becoming an effective and supportive manager does not happen overnight. Like most 
job skills, managing requires preparation and experience. Even managers that have 
taken a slow and methodical approach to stepping into a management position can 
benefit from training and management style analysis. The results can be impressive. 
Managers who have effective and comprehensive management skills can improve 
the happiness, productivity, and loyalty of employees. 

There are many styles and types of management training. Within the Uprise Health 
Platform, we provide behavioral health courses and coaching that can help managers 
develop their strengths, learn how to handle difficult situations, and build resilience.

Manager Training Courses within the Platform
 » Starting a Conversation: A Three Step Process for How to Talk about Mental 

Health

 » Reflective Listening: Helping Ensure People Feel Understood

 » Crisis Situations: What to Do if Someone is at Risk

 » Warning Signs to Watch For: How to Know When Someone is Struggling

 » Leading with Wellbeing: Building a Culture of Wellbeing at Work

To go hand in hand with these courses created specifically for managers, we offer 
behavioral health coaching to ensure that managers are getting the most out of the 
exercises. Coaches can also personalize their coaching to the manager’s particular 
needs—whether it’s working on specific habits, gaps in their experience, or 
management challenges. 

 » View the Uprise Health library to start a manager course: https://app.                         
h

 » View the Uprise Health coaching section to book a coaching session:  https://
oking          https://app.uprisehealth.com/coaching/booking     https://
app.uprisehealth.com/coaching/booking

https://app.uprisehealth.com/library

https://app.uprisehealth.com/coaching/booking/ 
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Resources & Events

This Month’s Mental Health Skill Building Webinar

Compassion Fatigue
Learn how to identify the signs of compassion fatigue in yourself and 
others, and what to do to take care of yourself. 

Join us for a 30-minute webinar and Q&A
July 21, 2022 | 12pm PT

This Month’s Personal Advantage Webinar

Working it Out in the Workplace
It’s essential to create and maintain positive relationships for your 
own personal and organizational success. During this webinar, we’ll 
explore common challenges and provide you with steps for navigating 
them.      

The monthly webinars with Personal Advantage are available on the 
1st day of each month and past topics are available for viewing at 
any time. To view the webinars, log into the Uprise Health member 
site with your assigned Access Code and click “Work-Life Services.” 
Certificates of Completion are available by setting up a personal login 
and password within the Personal Advantage site.

BIPOC Mental Health Month
Observed in July, National BIPOC Mental Health Month is a 
nationwide effort to bring awareness to the mental health 
experiences within BIPOC communities. Developed by Mental 
Health America (and formerly called Minority Mental Health 
Month), this month is also intended to raise awareness for 
inequities, systemic barriers, and historical events that all 
impact the mental health of BIPOC communities today.

Percentage of BIPOC Community Living with a Mental Illness
• 17% of African Americans
• 15% of Latina/Latino/Hispanic Americans
• 13% of Asian Americans
• 23% of Native Americans and Alaskan Natives

Resources on BIPOC Mental Health: 
https://www.mhanational.org/bipoc-mental-health
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